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The peace project nicaragua

The peace project combines the budget of hostel &amp; NGO with revenues that benefit the local community so that everyone wins! Make all the offers and how you can get involved. The role of the peace project plays in the Community Peace Project is largely run by volunteers who want to leave an impact on small communities in the
Lagoon de Apoyo area while travelling &amp; are traveling to local culture. In addition to providing scholarships to 22 students to attend private school, they are also improving facilities at public schools &amp; helping with other initiatives.* Remember to buy travel insurance before any trip to Nicaragua. We have been using World
Nomads for over 10 years – this is the provider of the best value that we have found &amp; we have never had any problems on the few occasions we have had to exercise. A volunteer at the Mir project, which helps a student learn English through games. Another main goal is to improve English professionalism for children &amp; adults
to capitalise on the burgeoning tourism industry. Children also have the opportunity to learn to swim &amp; can join their sponsored football team. For more information, visit their website and find out which volunteer positions you can work for. The peace project also helps children learn to swim to enjoy the natural environment nearby.
The Hostel Peace Project is partly funded by the hostel, which is a more sustainable source of funding than a grant. Your stay helps fund improvement in the local community, &amp; the hostel has the cheapest homes on the lake at $10 per person! Private rooms with shared bathroom facilities are also available in the main building.
Peace Project Hostel offers many accommodation options from affordable homes to private rooms or cabins. Peace Project Hostel DormsThere are four bedrooms with two shared baths. The staff are nice enough to try to provide your group with separate rooms in the home if possible. Each room in the home was filled with two bunk
beds, a fan, &amp; lockers for each person. Outside, there was a glazed commun area with chairs and relaxation tables. Peace Project has the cheapest domains at Laguna de Apoyo &amp; still offers the same benefits as competition. There is also a stove that you can use to prepare meals if you plan to continue &amp; bring all your
ingredients. Otherwise, you can order food from the kitchen, or try one of the bars/restaurants across the street on the lake. They have the perfect drink special at 3 liters for 95 cordoba/$3.15.Your options to eat at Laguna de Apoyo are to cook yourself, grab a meal at the Peace Project, or in a restaurant across the street. Peace Project
Hostel Common areas In addition to the seating area is the main common area after reception. There is a large wooden deck with tree monkeys residing in the trees above. You can hear them wandering in the morning, when it becomes rainy or windy. This is a great place to socialize &amp; enjoy filtered water &amp; coffee offers all day.
If you haven't heard the roar of howler monkey's before, you'll be on the Peace Project. You can also grab a beer ($1.50) or order food from the kitchen. Inside the main lounge is an exchange of books & a billiard table to pass the time during a quiet evening. Otherwise, you can use Wi-Fi, which reaches all corners of the property if you
need to catch up with friends or work. The common area is great for playing billiards, reading, or just using Wi-Fi.Enjoying the Laguna de ApoyoLaguna de Apoyo is one of the top places to visit in Guatemala.One of the best ways to enjoy it is with free kayaks The Peace Project lets you use it. Simply take one or two people kayak down to
the lake &amp; start paddling. Apoyo Lake is deceptively wide such a feat just as much as you feel comfortable. Take advantage of the free kayak rental offered by the Peace Project. You can also sunbathe on the sandy shore, or swim in warm water. The first few steps are rocky, but quickly it becomes sandy before it is delayed. Go to
Laguna de Apoyo. The water is surprisingly warm. Diving in the Peace Project Hostel Another way to experience volcanic crater lake is to dive with volcano divers at Peace Project Hostel.Your options include:Getting certified ($250)Fun dive ($250)Fun dive ($38)Discover diveFree shore clean-up dive each Monday.We here at DIY Travel
HQ very were excited to add a new experience of a shore clean-up dive to our divers' log books. We were looking forward to helping to clean the lake. This would be our first freshwater dive, and also in a volcanic lake! Assuming you feel comfortable with your current diving instructor, $250 is the perfect price to get a certificate. However,
we found that the diving instructor left at 10.45am without trying to find us, despite informing her the night before we wanted to go, &amp; they say they leave around noon. On the main deck, we started waiting even more than 75 minutes early to pick out our equipment and not miss the dive. If you want to take advantage of free diving for
cleaning, make sure you are extremely asertitive about to go! The director of the peace project tried to arrange for us to join the divers at 2:00 p.m., but one of the additional regulators didn't work, so they didn't have enough equipment for us. In the end, we took our snorkelling equipment and went for free diving. Take a look below for a
taste of what to expect in Laguna de Apoyo.Due to our experience, nor to oote it, we can't give you the volcano-divers, i this ujek you enjoy in our fight on the Peace Project. How to get to the peace projectThe peace project is best ed out of Masaya or is it from Granada i Manague.Laguna de Apoyo buses comms from bus terminal
Masaya (13 Cordoba / $.045) u 5:30, 10:30, &amp; 3:30 p.m. They return to Masayo at 6:20, 11:20, & 4:20 p.m. or Managua, &amp; second, ask to get out at the entrance to Laguna de Apoyo (10 Cordoba/ $0.35). You can then take a taxi or try to hitchhip 5 miles. You can shorten the distance by catching the El Valle bus if it passes by,
which takes you to the edge of the crater. The bus terminal &amp; market part of Masaya is not a beautiful but necessary evil. Know Before You GoLocation: On Laguna de ApoyoTransportation: Masaya has direct buses 3 times a dayCeal: $10 for homes, $16 &amp; up for private rooms with shared bathroomInkey: Wi-Fi, Water, Coffee,
Naam kayak, book exchange, &amp; biljarContact information:Website: The Peace ProjectE-Mail: [email protected] [put_wpgm id=203]***The Final Word – With limited public transportation, it is best to stay at The Peace Project for Laguna de Apoyo &amp; not try to use this location as a base for exploring inarby.***You ever took a dip in
a crater lake before? Accessible DIY travel to more remote locations via multiple connections or longer forms of local transportation* Thank you to the Mir project for hosting. No payment was received for this payment review, but our stay was free. As always, all opinions remain ours. Visited in December 2016 A map of programmes for
this organization that cannot be seen as members of the non-NNN Facilitate access to education in order to empower disadvantaged communities in Nicaragua to improve opportunities, while promoting peace and environmental awareness, empowering girls and contributing to the conservation of protected areas. The Nicaragua Peace
Project is an NGO working to improve quality of life and economic prosperity in impoverished communities on the shores of Laguna de Apoyo, one of nicaragua's main tourist destinations. We work together in the community, expand educational opportunities for young people, strengthen young girls, participate in public health initiatives
and facilitate environmental guidance. The funds for our initiatives come from the donors and proceeds of our on-site diver, Volcano Divers Lodge and Volcano Divers Lodge. May newsletter | Boletín Informativo... Nicaraguan Nonprofit Network May 12, 2017 Nicaragua Nonprofit Network July 6, 2016 Denver Web Company, which is
working together to launch a revolutionary new network platform.  We are confident that the Nicaraguan non-profit network will do great things for the people of Nicaragua both in terms of raising awareness of bigger issues and facilitating the effective provision of assistance to the country... Matthew November 11, 2015 betterplace.org is a
charity and nonprofit. Our payment methods are PayPal, Direct Debit, Credit Card, Paydirekt, Transfer. USt-IdNr.: DE269446682 Peace Project is more than just a hostel located on the tree slabs of the Lagoon de Apoyo. All proceeds help fund this wonderful project and stay 2 nights here, I simply To find out more about what my money
was funding. Education, the environment and the community are crucial in that education is at the forefront of this non-governmental society. Each donation pays dividends to the local community. For the past few years, they've been working with a school top on the edge of the crater. Their scholarship program gives children here the
opportunity to go to school. Just $300 a year per sponsorship program allows a local professor to come here twice a week, and they currently support 15 children. In the La Laguna area, many kids want sponsorship. In private schools, 80% of the class to come to next year's school. For those who can't afford a private school, the Peace
Project provides a course in English, IT and the arts and is open to community assistance in providing homework and tutoring 2-5 from Monday to Friday. Part of their mission is to become more sustainable and environmental and organize trips to the nearby towns of Leon and Granada. Every two years, they organize a survey on
butterflies to help track populations of species and fish living in the lake. They even had conferences about the bat. They run as many projects as first aid courses with Nicaraguan firefighters and National Park Science, which talk to the community. Short-term projects include grabbing dead leaves and diving in Hieloa. I like this project that
they thought of everything their community needed. Realising that the nearest doctor was a one-hour walk, the free dedications of two local doctors started a health project, making medical care more accessible to locals. They give the locals food, they offer them a place to sleep twice a month. Just like Bernardo showed me about the
project. The 14-year-old boy was called Jose. He had a wound he came to clean. Bernardo told me that Jose's father left him when he was younger and now helps look after his younger brothers, who died. Next year, Jose hopes to get a scholarship. When I heard Jose's story, I realized how important their work was in the community.  
The peace project offers volunteering opportunities with the possibility of working with children for at least 2/3 weeks. Volunteers need to be passionate about something they can learn, but you need to know some Spanish. They always look out for volunteers who support their projects. Click on the website to find out more. More.
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